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    Melissa Williams

            
                    

    
    
    
    
    

     March 23, 2024                    

                

                
            These guys are the ABSOLUTE BEST! Saul, Doyle and Henry made a stressful experience easy. They take their time and are super careful with everything. They bring all the equipment needed- you don’t have to lift a finger. Super friendly and major attention to detail. This is my second move with them and I’ll never use anyone else. Period.
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    Texasstarman Star

            
                    

    
    
    
    
    

     March 17, 2024                    

                

                
            Excellent
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    Kerri Oneal

            
                    

    
    
    
    
    

     March 13, 2024                    
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    Sydney Roark

            
                    

    
    
    
    
    

     March 10, 2024                    

                

                
            They were the nicest people to work with and their team listens well and moves quickly!
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    Dakoda Buchanan

            
                    

    
    
    
    
    

     March 9, 2024                    

                

                
            Preston and his guys did a great job, they were punctual, respectful, and had good attitudes. Loaded and offloaded all of our belongings in a safe and efficient manner. Would definitely recommend them.
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    Michael W Trest

            
                    

    
    
    
    
    

     March 4, 2024                    

                

                
            Very pleased with Brothers Moving and Storage!  Local to Odessa!  Vey responsive!  Great value!
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    Jordan Davidson

            
                    

    
    
    
    
    

     February 24, 2024                    

                

                
            Saul Devin and Jimmy did a great job for us. Unexpected packaging happened, but they were prepared. They had a great attitude. This is my second time using Brothers. Great job!
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    PEDRITO _PELOTUDO

            
                    

    
    
    
    
    

     February 21, 2024                    

                

                
            Exceptional Service from Brothers Moving and Storage!

Review: My experience with Brothers Moving and Storage was absolutely fantastic from start to finish. The team was incredibly professional, efficient, and courteous throughout the entire process. From the initial inquiry to the final delivery, every step was handled with care and attention to detail. The movers were punctual, respectful of my belongings, and worked tirelessly to ensure everything was packed and transported safely. I was particularly impressed by their organization and communication skills, which made the whole moving process stress-free. I highly recommend Brothers Moving and Storage to anyone in need of reliable and top-notch moving services. They truly deserve every bit of their 5-star rating!
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    Mayra Correa

            
                    

    
    
    
    
    

     February 5, 2024                    

                

                
            Great service and got everything done quick !
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    Ysenia Cepeda

            
                    

    
    
    
    
    

     January 23, 2024                    

                

                
            Can’t say enough about how efficient and helpful this team was!

They really went above and beyond with my move.

I 100% recommend you give this moving company a call for all of your moving needs.
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    Margaret Rusie

            
                    

    
    
    
    
    

     January 18, 2024                    

                

                
            Jeremiah, Devlin , Skylar is great I recommend these people for moving
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    Greg Bryant

            
                    

    
    
    
    
    

     January 17, 2024                    

                

                
            Crew was on time, very careful and did a great job. Estimate for job for accurate. Highly recommend
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    Candice Garcia

            
                    

    
    
    
    
    

     January 11, 2024                    

                

                
            Brothers Moving did an amazing job. They were able to accommodate my needs quickly and efficiently. Would highly recommend.
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    Ryan Ogden

            
                    

    
    
    
    
    

     January 6, 2024                    

                

                
            Preston, Saul and Fredrick were very professional and did an excellent job!
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    Kendall Friess

            
                    

    
    
    
    
    

     January 3, 2024                    

                

                
            Fast and efficient. 10/10 would recommend.
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     December 27, 2023                    

                

                
            Amazing worth it.
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    Greg Hicks

            
                    

    
    
    
    
    

     December 21, 2023                    

                

                
            From my first contact with Mike to the final handshakes with Jimmy, Devlin and Saul, this transaction was 5-star all the way.  Mike's estimate on how long it would take along with cost was spot on from the start, even though I threw some changes at him during the process as there were extenuating circumstances involved.  I explained those to the guys when they arrived and they took extra care to make sure our wishes were met.  They wrapped and hauled my daughter's belongings down from a 3rd floor apartment and then delivered them to two different locations in a town 40 miles away.  If any of my family have any moving needs in the future, Brothers Moving and Storage will be our first call.
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     December 20, 2023                    

                

                
            These guys are awesomen!!!  They were very professional and fast!  I highly recommend.
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    Patricia Baeza

            
                    

    
    
    
    
    

     December 13, 2023                    

                

                
            Hired Brothers Moving and Storage to move some furniture around at our office and they where so nice and helpful. They moved everything exactly how we wanted in a very timely manner and where very careful with everything. Asked them if they could move a heavy box into to my car while they where there and they happily agreed. We will definitely use them again!
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     December 6, 2023                    

                

                
            Paul was am ace. He did what he said he was going to do. Movers are a subject of anxiety because once they have your "stuff" your are at their mercy. Paul an Brothers reduced my anxiety. Kudos!!
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     December 2, 2023                    
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    Shonna Harris

            
                    

    
    
    
    
    

     December 2, 2023                    

                

                
            Preston and his crew did an amazing job with my move.
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    Lori Watson

            
                    

    
    
    
    
    

     November 29, 2023                    

                

                
            Jimmy and Crew were wonderful!!!
Amazing hard workers, friendly, fast and kind!!
They got so much down so quickly!!!

We had a second day with jimmy, devlin,ish, lil Saul, and big Saul .
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     November 28, 2023                    

                

                
            It was a hard move because the apartment was on the 3rd floor! They did a great job.
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     November 27, 2023                    

                

                
            Jimmy Ish and Nick moved all of my items in a timely manner and with care.
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    Kristen Catlett

            
                    

    
    
    
    
    

     November 18, 2023                    

                

                
            Ishmael, Nicholas, and Salul are 3 great movers. They were efficient courteous and have great experience. Took extra care of our stuff and was very nice. I'd love to work with them again.
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    Jacklyn Lain

            
                    

    
    
    
    
    

     November 14, 2023                    

                

                
            Devlin, Jeremiah, and Jimmy did an OUTSTANDING job! They were courteous, prompt, FRIENDLY, and did their jobs efficiently! They made sure to ask where we wanted everything placed. We would definitely use them again for our next move! Thanks for making our move a great experience!
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     November 13, 2023                    

                

                
            Jimmy and crew did an excellent job! Rained all day and they never stopped. Thanks guys!
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    Ramsay Ellis

            
                    

    
    
    
    
    

     November 12, 2023                    

                

                
            Excellent service and very courteous!!
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     November 12, 2023                    

                

                
            Devlin was extremely professional and courteous. Did a fantastic job on my move with no complaints, no damages, and no issues whatsoever. I would highly recommend to anyone that needs a good job done efficiently. Thanks again for your help Devlin.
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     November 9, 2023                    

                

                
            Ismael and Saul did a wonderful job. Very professional and polite.
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    Betsy Faris

            
                    

    
    
    
    
    

     November 3, 2023                    

                

                
            I have used Brothers twice now and they are so fast and professional. They're worth it!
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     October 30, 2023                    
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     October 28, 2023                    

                

                
            Good movers!!!
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     October 27, 2023                    

                

                
            Excellent job and fast.
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    Christian “K1” King

            
                    

    
    
    
    
    

     October 24, 2023                    

                

                
            The guys showed up on time. They were very professional. Very helpful and polite.
Did an excellent job. I highly recommend this company.
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     October 14, 2023                    

                

                
            Jimmy and his team were courteous, professional, and hard working. They arrived at my house and had my house packed and moved in 3 hours.I highly recommend them.
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     October 12, 2023                    

                

                
            Great company and people that actually take care of your items like they are there own.
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    Donny Kyker

            
                    

    
    
    
    
    

     October 3, 2023                    

                

                
            Amazing guys!!!!
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     September 30, 2023                    

                

                
            HUGE shout out to Brothers Mover & Storage for first of all coming in such short notice, then for moving our personal belongs with such care and professionalism!! We HIGHLY recommend you hire them for your next moving job asap!!!
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     September 29, 2023                    

                

                
            Jeremiah, Saul, Haven did an amazing job packing our house up. They were quick careful and efficient.
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    Laura Carpenter

            
                    

    
    
    
    
    

     September 28, 2023                    

                

                
            They were able to fit us into their busy schedule, showed up early and finished early! All around great experience! Would definitely recommend to others and would use them again.
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    Naomi Castellon

            
                    

    
    
    
    
    

     September 23, 2023                    

                

                
            The delivery personnel was very efficient experienced and friendly. I have used their service twice and have not been disappointed. I recommend them.
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     September 11, 2023                    

                

                
            Colby and his crew were awesome. The move was quick and efficient, they were working the entire time and it was hot! Great communication, they asked about my preferences on where I wanted things and if I there was anything else I needed help with. Everything went super smooth and zero stress. I really appreciated it, thank you guys!
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     September 4, 2023                    

                

                
            Goodwork
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(432) 237-2769
701b W Indiana Ave #39, Midland, TX 79701
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(432) 214-0048
306 E 67th St #3, Odessa, TX 79762
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